San Cristóbal de las Casas, Chiapas

* San Cristobal de las Casas is located about 80km from Tuxtla Gutierrez, the nearest major airport, in southeastern Mexico at the top of the Sierra Chiapaneca to 2,200 meters above sea level.
The landscape is wooded, the climate is temperate sub-humid with summer rains, the vegetation is predominantly pine-oak.
It is part of the region of the Altos Tzotzil Tzeltal of Chiapas state, which is characterized by an important cultural diversity corresponding to its indigenous population who are part of the Mayan culture, their customs and traditions maintain cultural identity.
San Cristobal de las Casas is cataloged as "Pueblo Magico" due to the architectural monuments of the sixteenth and eighteenth centuries, is considered one city of the most beautiful in the country and Central America.
Host hotel

* Diego Mazariegos hotel: has 78 rooms: 75 standard rooms, 2 master suites and 1 junior suite.
Venue meeting

* Casa Mazariegos: Has capacity to serve 500 people in plenary, and has 3 rooms for break outs. It is located near the main hotels of the historic center of the city.
Chiapas is a state with a high biodiversity. San Cristobal de las Casas has four protected areas, 48.43% of the territory of the Region Altos Tzotzil Tzeltal is considered protected natural area.